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Message From Your Editors

W

e wish you all a very Happy New

Year as we enter a new decade.

Readers will discover this issue confirms the

cannot remember any time in her life not
drawing or painting.
We thank Debbie Callahan for the back

fascinating variety of experiences of our

cover, which shows us our handsome new

residents. Thanks to our contributors, we have

Drinkard Healthcare Center. Residents viewing

the opportunity to enter the mind of a child,

construction of the new “person-directed”

experience imitating a TV game show, as well as

healthcare facility could scarcely believe

share in the fulfillment of a dream. You’ll also

completion was possible, when the facility was

be intrigued by the humor, inspiration,

dedicated in early June 2019.

adventure, and poetry found within.

Our new decade begins with the year 2020,

Connie Sowa’s engaging book reviews and

the 75th anniversary of the termination of

Sue Bass’s Strickler Library notes assure us of

World War II. We invite you to recall your

absorbing reading pleasure ahead.

stories and experiences relevant to the war.

For our front cover, we are grateful to our

During the coming months, if you think back to

featured artist, Gwen Solyom, who shares her

that time and a memory is rekindled, share it

painting “Flamingo,” inspired by a poem of the

with us. We would like to honor this

same title by Cheryl Pearson—“Their glad

anniversary in our August issue with your

wings sweeten the water.” Gwen says she

stories.
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Chili by George
by Marion Kelly

W

hen the leaves start to turn red and
gold and there’s a nip in the air, it

he was almost eighty years old! I immediately
thought about stroke or heart attack. I called

suggests colder weather is on the way—time to

911. Soon an ambulance came, and they carted

start thinking about some nice spicy chili. So it

George off to the hospital emergency room. I

was with George and me back several years ago

turned off the pot of chili, gathered up and

in Bristol, Virginia.

followed the ambulance in our car, worried sick.

One day I found I needed an afternoon free

When I arrived at the emergency room

to do some work at my desk, and George

George was comfortably ensconced in bed, still

volunteered to cook a batch of his chili for

a big groggy. The doctor had seen him and was

dinner. He did not often cook, but had four or

attending another patient. I held his hand and

five dishes that he took great joy in creating in

tried to comfort him, as best I could.

his own way.
First, he tied on an apron. Then he assembled
in neat order all his ingredients, the cooking pans

In a few minutes the doctor returned,
introduced himself. “Your husband is fine, Mrs.
Kelly, or will be when he sobers up.”

and utensils he would use, even a pad of paper

“Sobers up? You mean…”

and pen to write out his game plan (he had no

“Yes, he just had too much red wine.”

recipes, just went by guess and taste). When all

“Oh, my lord! You mean DRUNK?”

this was done, he poured himself a glass of red

George, by this time had come to life enough

wine and started to cook—chopping, stirring,

to noticeably wince at that word. I was relieved,

and tasting with great zeal. I left him in the

of course, but also terribly embarrassed. And

kitchen already well into his project and went to

George? He was mortified, utterly humiliated.

the study to attack the stack of papers on my
desk.
The afternoon flew by as I completed my

We stayed a little longer at the hospital and
when George was able we walked out to our
car. We didn’t say much on the way home. We

work. When I came out of the study the whole

skipped dinner and went straight to bed,

house smelled wonderfully delicious, and I went

exhausted from the evening’s bungled episode.

into the kitchen to compliment Chef George. He

We ate the chili for dinner the next night. It

was sitting at the kitchen table, and when he

was especially delicious because we both knew

stood up he FAINTED!

George would never again volunteer to make

I was terrified. He was quite fit, but after all,

chili, his other dishes, maybe, but not his chili.
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Game Shows Can Be Hazardous
by Susan Duerson

U

ncle Jimmy Tyler, Eleanor’s father, was
my mother’s older brother. They were

before the buzzer sounded.
One of our favorite stunts involved the use

two of six siblings—three brothers and three

of a funnel and canned whipped cream. One

sisters—the offspring of Stockton Heth Tyler and

contestant, with a funnel in his mouth, would

Nell Louise Serpell. The six children eventually

lie on the floor while another contestant would

produced eleven progeny, nine girls and two

stand high on a ladder. As the clock ticked

boys. Not only were we all raised exactly the

noisily, the participants usually had 60 seconds

same, but with the exception of cousin Bye Bye,

to fill the funnel with whipped cream.

we all grew up within five blocks of one another.

Variations of the stunt had the person on the

Bye was brought up a Yankee in Cambridge,

ladder blindfolded, thus increasing the degree of

Massachusetts, an embarrassment that Grandma

difficulty and, of course, the resulting mess.

Tyler rarely discussed.
My father died when I was nine, and Jimmy

Eleanor and I always loved a challenge and
believed that the higher the degree of difficulty,

did his best to fill the void. This was not always a

the more fun the project. On this particular

good thing! One of those times was a Friday

evening it only took us fifteen minutes to gather

evening in April of 1955 when Mabel and Jimmy

the props necessary to emulate Beat the Clock’s

went to a formal dinner party honoring Senator

most popular stunt.

Harry Flood Byrd Sr. Since Eleanor was too old

Ladder – check! Whipped cream – check!

for a babysitter and too young to stay in the big

Funnel – check! Imbeciles – check! After

house alone, I was invited to spend the night

donning a rain slicker and shower cap, Eleanor

with her.

lay down on the beautiful black and white tile

The Norfolk, Virginia, of 1955 only had

foyer floor as I carefully ascended the ladder.

two television channels and evidently that

After setting the timer and wrapping the “I love

evening had nothing on to hold our attention.

Teresa Brewer” scarf over my eyes, we were off

It was always a dangerous proposition when

and running!

Eleanor and I were at loose ends because we

Tick, tick, tick went the clock and whoosh,

were forced to improvise. This night we decided

whoosh, whoosh went the whipped cream, and

to play Beat the Clock, a wildly popular

far below my perch were garbled squeals from

television show of that era. Contestants would

Eleanor, assuring me that I was somewhat

be pitted against a time clock, performing zany

hitting my target. Just when I felt that both time

tasks that had to be successfully completed

continued on page 6
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Game Shows
continued from page 5
and whipped cream were running out, I heard a
large crash.
Startled, I dropped the can and pushed up my
blindfold. Below me lay a stricken whipped
cream covered Eleanor, funnel still dangling from

Discretion being the better part of valor, we
were fast asleep by the time Mabel and Jimmy
returned and the foyer floor had been restored to
its former radiant glow.
When we arose the next morning, we were

her mouth. Around her swirled large puddles of

hoping that all would have been forgotten, or at

cream, which appeared more pronounced on the

least, forgiven, but no such luck. Jimmy joined us

formerly gleaming black tiles. And standing just

at the breakfast table with the lecture he had

inside of the opened front door was a tuxedo-

been too livid to deliver the night before.

clad Jimmy, looking as if a cannon had shot him
in the stomach.
Before either of us could react, Mabel pushed

“How dare you embarrass me in front of a
revered United States Senator!” he shouted.
“Hey, we didn’t ask you to bring that guy

past Jimmy followed by a vaguely familiar

home, did we?” This of course was a thought,

looking stranger. The few seconds of ensuing

not a verbalization.

silence allowed Eleanor and me to scramble to

“I went to a lot of trouble so you could meet

our feet, looking contrite, yet nonplussed. Never

Senator Byrd,” he continued, becoming slightly

let them smell fear!

more enraged. “And this is the thanks I get!

The familiar stranger gingerly stepped over
the discarded shower cap breaking the
awkwardness. He extended his hand to us and

Eleanor,” he boomed, “You will spend the entire
rest of the weekend in your room.”
“Well, then,” I whispered, letting out my

said in a melodious, southern gentleman voice,

breath. “There you have it. I’ll just be running

“Good evening. I’m Harry Byrd and I can see

along home now.”

that we have come at a bad time.” (Damn, what

“I don’t think so,” retorted Jimmy, squinting

a great statesman. Too bad that he and the

at me as if I were a bug. “I have spoken with

Dixiecrats were unsuccessful in their 1948 run

your mother and you will also be spending the

for the presidency.) He turned and exited the

weekend in your room.”

house as Mabel, wordlessly, glided along behind
him. Jimmy paused long enough to convey with
his eyes that in addition to cleaning up the foyer,

“But my room,” I whimpered, “is at my
house.”
“Not this weekend,” he informed me. “This

we ought to also write our wills. And then they

weekend your room is our guest room. Now,

were gone.

both of you—upstairs.”
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Stardust
by Kay Putney Gantt
Oh, the humility of it all. A gorgeous spring

If 96% of the universe’s content

weekend and we were to be confined in solitary

is unknown and earth’s sun, expected

like Julius and Ethel Rosenberg. What harm had

to live ten billion years,

we really done? We cleaned the foyer floor; we

has already burned five;

put away all of our stuff. Oh, sure, there was

if the lifespan of a man

that Senator Byrd thing. But he seemed okay

approaches merely seven decades

with it. Maybe, he too, loved Beat the Clock and

in developed countries; if dust

maybe even he too, would think that Jimmy was
over-reacting. Oh, the humility of it all.
By Sunday morning, Eleanor and I had
concocted several ways by which to
communicate. We somehow enlisted her sister
Calvert, who never had any use for either of us,
to shuttle notes between Eleanor’s room and my
lonely, yet tastefully decorated, cell. When

and gases collect to form new stars
very like our own round sun
and others blaze away as supernovas;
if e=mc squared most of the time
and Alfred Nobel’s wife had
not fiddled around with an
astronomer, earth would still

Calvert grew weary of her Mercury, the wing-

be a cooled off starlet

footed messenger role, she was cajoled into

dropped to the rank of planet,

bringing us two empty orange juice cans and a

pierced by the odd neutrino

string so that we could stay connected.

cast off by some careless

It was said that if you ran a string from the

white dwarf, a once-was star –

bottom of one orange juice can to the bottom of

man would still be made

another orange juice can, one person could speak

of stardust, quote Carl Sagan,

while the other person could hear them by

though Hoagy Carmichel might not

placing their can against their ear. This actually

have composed Stardust

worked if you screamed loudly enough.

to be earth’s international anthem,

The orange juice cans amused us until Sunday
evening when we were finally paroled and
allowed to emerge from our prisons—weak, pale,
and very, very hoarse.

but rather a simple foxtrot
for pliable humans
with the dust of stars in their eyes.
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Huayna Picchu, the large mountain overshadowing Machu Picchu in Peru.

Learning to Trust
by Phyllis Kester

T

oo excited to sleep, I peeked outside one

wanted to do since as a child I saw a picture of

more time. My sleepy husband

the “lost city of the Incas.” It was built in a

mumbled, “Is the sun up yet? The last time you

high ridge hidden by clouds, where the Peruvian

looked, clouds billowed everywhere.”

Andes and the Amazon Rainforest come

“Mmmm, yes, I remember how the full
moon glowed through them.” I felt my

together with diverse plants and wild animals.
Many were only found in this one location.

adrenaline surge in anticipation as I thought of

For the past week, a driver and guide had

the day ahead. I had been waiting—seemingly

helped us explore many Incan ruins and villages

for a lifetime. We had splurged and spent last

scattered throughout Peru’s Sacred Valley. The

night in the Machu Picchu Lodge just outside

last two days had been spent exploring the

the 15th century Inca site, nearly 8,000 feet

Machu Picchu area, but—my pulse quickened—

above sea level on the eastern slope of the

these were merely the tantalizing appetizers.

Andes. We were about to do the one thing I had

Today we were finally going to hike up Huayna
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Picchu, the large mountain overshadowing

hotel with the usual morning mist still on the

Machu Picchu. It is steep with almost vertical

ground. We wore our rain jackets and standard

drops on all sides and is so high that we’ll see

Vibram soled hiking shoes since we knew the

miles in every direction. Although it looks like a

terrain would be rough with lots of crude rock

technical climb, it is just a steep hike up a trail

stairs that could be slippery when wet. We

built by the Incas. Some sections require using

allowed a whole day for the hike that should

both hands and feet, but no technical skills or

only take about half a day, plus we had food

climbing tools needed. We could do this.

and water. We felt prepared.

Before leaving Virginia, Monty and I

My first clue that maybe I should rethink

discussed why on earth I wanted to do this hike:

this trip appeared when we arrived at the

not because it’s one of the seven wonders of the

trailhead checkpoint. The officials looked at our

world, but it’s just one of those things that stuck

gray hair and passports. Then they told us we

in a little girl’s mind. I told myself that someday,

were the oldest couple ever to attempt this hike.

I’m going to climb that! My husband of nearly

They quizzed us regarding whether we were

40 years had agreed to do this hike with me

really sure about doing this. Almost indignant, I

after we finished off his “bucket list” by

pointed out we were only in our 60s and in

spending several days wandering around and

good physical shape. I persisted, even though

exploring the Amazon River basin.

they took down all sorts of history and

I might point out that in 2000 when we

information, as well as our next of kin to notify

were planning this hike, neither of us realized

in case we didn’t return by the end of the day.

that many years after our hike (in the world of

This was not a very reassuring way to start my

internet and selfies), this hike would be

climb of a lifetime. But, nothing could dampen

considered one of the most dangerous in the

my excitement!

world. Some internet writers would later

The first 20 minutes of the hike were

nickname Huayna Picchu the Mountain of

relatively easy, so we admired the many different

Death, and that’s the mountain I was planning

shrubs and trees. We spotted several orchids in

to climb.

our earlier hikes and hoped to spot more unusual

That January morning in 2001 we left the

flowers. I enjoyed the many little ferns and I
continued on page 10
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Learning to Trust
continued from page 9
especially watched and listened for birds. More

catch my breath as I glimpsed brief snapshots of

than 420 species and varieties nest in this area,

our new world. The height was head spinning,

probably because the steep mountains are

but I kept looking upward and tried to not

covered with abundant vegetation, berries and

think about how far down one could fall. In

flowers.

that way the clouds were comforting friends

As we began our more vertical ascent, the
high altitude quickly reminded us that this was
not a walk in the park; Huayna Picchu is about

since they hid the abyss just one wrong step
away.
When we were almost to the top, the trail

1,000 feet above Machu Picchu. Since we were

circled the mountain but did not go further up.

attempting this before social media and

The top seemed to be a massive pile of granite

smartphones, we didn’t have a lot of information

boulders. Monty wandered into a gap in the

available about this particular hike.

rocks and yelled for me to follow. He pointed to

When we met two twenty-somethings on

light beyond and above us, so we carefully

their way back, we quizzed them about the best

climbed up over and through the rocks, always

way to get to the top. They strongly urged us to

going toward the light.

go right at the next fork in the trail so we could

Upon reaching the small hole letting in light,

return back down the mountain by the steepest

we realized it was only about shoulder width.

rock stairway trail. (Now sometimes called the

We squeezed through the hole much like tooth

Stairs of Death.) We continued up the

paste squirting out of its tube. It’s rather heady

mountain. At times we were on a narrow trail

to come out of the dark into the bright sunlight,

hugging the rock, with a sheer drop off on the

seemingly at the top of the world. I gasped—

other side and no protective rail—not a place

partly because of the altitude, and partly from

for anyone afraid of heights or having vertigo.

seeing the Andes mountains spread out before

The occasional breeze felt good because the

us for miles in every direction. We had a

humidity, plus my rain jacket and pumping

panoramic view of Machu Picchu mountain and

heart rate, were definitely heating me up. We

the zigzag road leading up its side.

continued to climb higher into the clouds.
Occasionally, they would part and I would

The scale and ingenuity of Machu Picchu
and its various structures and terraces is fully
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revealed from this high perch over 1,000 feet

“Not me,” I thought. But my only other

above it. The size and complexity of this ancient

alternative would be trying to go back down

site is humbling. My admiration soars for the

through the hole we had just climbed out. That

Incas’ ability to build so many structures and

would be like trying to put toothpaste back into

terraces in such remote, precarious places.

the tube. No way that would work for me.

Once my eyes adjusted to the bright light, l

Monty moved onto the large, flat, weathered

realized all the boulders were uneven. That

rock and began locating places for his fingers

meant I must balance at strange angles if I

and shoes to rest against as he inched his way,

wanted to stand up or walk around on the top.

foot first, down the rock. I held my breath and

I’m not usually afraid of heights, but somehow I

prayed. What if he slipped? If the narrow trail

suddenly wanted to keep a lot of physical

at the bottom of the rock didn’t stop him, then

contact with the rocks under me, so I crawled

it meant a sheer drop over the edge. Several

or scooted around on my butt. Standing up

long minutes later he stood on the trail at the

didn’t seem desirable when looking down from

bottom of the rock. He shouted and motioned

this dizzying height. Somehow my sense of

with his hand for me to follow him since I had

distance seemed warped.

seen how he did it.

We noticed a trail below us with a small

I snapped, “You’ve got to be kidding! I

Inca ruin. Perhaps someone stayed there,

wasn’t the parent that did rock climbing with

stationed on top of this mountain as a lookout

the boys and this doesn’t look like a good place

for Machu Picchu. Crops must have grown in

for my first try.”

the terraced areas below and beside the small

No amount of persuasion moved me. My

hut. But how will we get down to that trail? It

heart pounded. Fear glued me to the rock

appeared to start at the base of the pile of

underneath me. Monty began to climb back up

boulders we were sitting on. Monty spied a

the seemingly vertical rock, examining every

large smooth rock about 20-30 feet long that

inch of it as he came back. He was familiarizing

reached from the trail below up to us. It looked

himself with that big boulder for the plan he

nearly vertical to me, but he pointed to it and

already had. Once almost at the top, he told me

said, “That’s our way down.”

continued on page 12
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Learning to Trust
continued from page 11
to roll over on my stomach so I could hug the

handhold ahead of me, keeping me between him

rock. He would stay with me and show me

and the rock. I found it comforting to feel his

where to put each hand and foot. He would

muscular body pressing me close to the warm

guide me as we worked our way down together.

rock. I think I was concentrating so hard on

I still didn’t move a muscle as my eyes
searched his face; my mind screamed at the
insanity of this situation. I would fall off this

doing everything he said that I forgot to
breathe.
When we reached the bottom and my feet

mountain and take him with me over into the

were safe on the trail, I began gasping for

nothingness. This was the man who had loved

breath and needed to sit down before my

and protected me for nearly 40 years. How

wobbly knees gave way. I sat on the ground

could he ask me to do this? He was faithful and

looking up where we had been and realized now

trustworthy in everything he had done during

(from this safe perspective) that the rock didn’t

the time I knew him. He usually followed

look so scary. It wasn’t even vertical, as I

behind me when we were climbing up

originally thought. I felt humiliated, but he only

something to let me choose a path I could

said, “I knew you could do it.”

manage. But he would go in front of me when

As I sat safe and secure on the ground, my

we were descending, so he would break my fall

racing heart began to settle. My breathing

if I slipped. I agonized. We could both slip off

slowed to normal and I filled with admiration

this mountain! Trust is hard. Do I really trust

and appreciation for my dependable, self-

him with my life?

controlled mate. Then the edges of my

With heart racing, I took a deep breath,

consciousness began playing with a parallel

swallowed hard, and rolled to my stomach like

pattern and I realized that Monty was not the

he directed. I even put my sweaty hands and

first man to prove so trustworthy, nor was he

feet in the places he pointed out. As I stretched

the first to stretch out his arms to provide for

my arms and legs to reach the weathered niches

my needs. I whispered a grateful prayer.

in the large boulder, I could feel its warmth.
Monty stretched his arms to spread eagle across
my body and we slowly began to inch down the
rock almost as one unit. He was just one

“Thank you, Jesus, for also providing me a
husband to illustrate your love.”
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Nancy Carwile in her childhood backyard.

I Was Just Asking
by Nancy R. Carwile

“H

old still, Nancy. Let me get the

Three men worked around the open well. Mr.

sleepers out of your eyes.” Mama

Sam Timmons was a tall, rangy gentleman who

grasped my chin firmly and turned my face

was an elder in our church. An old fedora

away from the window. I squirmed under the

shaded his blue eyes and gray whiskers stubbled

washrag, and she let me turn again to look

his cheeks. He had a goiter on his neck, which

outside while she brushed the tangles out of my

he kept covered with a bandana, so that he

hair. I had been lonesome when Kate and

looked like the picture of Lord Baden-Powell in

Edward had left for camp. But now…I would

Edward’s Boy Scout Handbook—only taller and

be able to watch the well repairs all by myself.

knobbier.

The well pipe was heavy, and the men were

I knew Mr. Timmons well, and had ridden

using wrenches to bring it up. One man would

in his old blue pickup several times. First he

raise the pipe out of the ground until another’s

would open the door on my side and whack the

wrench could catch hold beneath his, then the

dust off the upholstery. Then I would climb in

second man lifted and the first would remove

over the tools and gunny sacks on the

his wrench and grab again in a lower spot. It

floorboard and crawl up on the seat. The starter

reminded me of boys putting their hands

didn’t work too well. Mr. Timmons would park

around the bat to see which team went first.

on a little grade so he could push off and then

When I got outside, the pipe was already up
and lying in sections around the backyard.

jump into the driver’s seat, letting the truck’s
roll turn the motor over. The pickup had a
continued on page 14
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I Was Just Asking
continued from page 13
fascinating pair of windshield wipers: one

seen them on the side of the road or at the back

moved briskly, while the other dragged across

of Edlo Blake’s service station, and now this

the windshield, freed itself, and snapped back

man was right here in my backyard, smiling at

into place so it could drag across again in a

me. He was about the same age and height as

constant game of catch-up. I asked why his

my Daddy, with an open, friendly grin that

wipers did like this, and he laughed and said

made me smile right back. The other men called

they were arthritic, like him.

him Ben.

Mr. Timmons’s son, Ralph, had married

Mr. Timmons lit a lantern, which hung on a

Miss Trish last winter. Miss Trish—now Mrs.

short piece of twine and lowered it into the

Timmons—was my Sunday School teacher. She

well, as if to get a better look.

helped us make little scrolls for Bible verses and
butterflies with clothespin bodies and crepe
paper wings. She had blonde curls like mine,
which maybe was why Ralph ruffled up my hair
whenever he saw me. He didn’t do so today

“I declare, Mr. Sam, you sure must think
this little old well is a big black coal mine.”
“My Uncle Joshua got gassed in a well,” Mr.
Timmons answered simply.
This sounded dangerous to me. Last winter

because his hands were busy, but he looked up

the kids had started a fire each morning at Edlo

and smiled. “How is Mrs. Timmons’s favorite

Blake’s; they wanted to keep warm while they

Bible student?”

waited for the school bus. Willis Trent had seen

Mrs. Timmons was getting very fat around

the big boys get the fire going with kerosene, so

the middle and I asked him about it, but he

he decided to help out. But he had drawn some

must not have noticed, because he looked

fuel from the gas pump instead. Edward told us

surprised. The other men heard me ask, and

about it that night at supper. “The dumb bunny

they hooted with laughter. It always made me

threw it right on the fire, and whoosh!”

uncomfortable when grown-ups laughed; they

I saw Willis at church the next Sunday. His

knew so much, and wouldn’t explain things.

face was rosy as if he’d been out suckering

Edward liked to explain, and he would tell me

tobacco in the hot sun, and his eyelashes and

all sorts of grown-up stuff, like what antiseptic

eyebrows had disappeared, giving him a look

did and why bread crusts were good for you.

like somebody had just said “Boo!” at him. I

The third man was black. Sometimes Daddy

supposed such an expression was natural to

preached a funeral at the A.M.E. Church, but

anyone suddenly surprised by a flash of heat

black people never came to our house. I had

and light, like the picture of “Paul on the Road
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to Damascus” in the church vestibule.
Anyway, I felt Mr. Timmons should be

the well. It was not particularly deep, but the
soil was sandy and loose and had shifted into

warned. “You shouldn’t light a match around

the bottom, making the water cloudy and

gas,” I told him. The men laughed again—I

slowing the flow.

guess they didn’t know about Willis and the
kerosene.
“See, Mr. Sam, the little lady knows all

“Yo!” called Ralph, and at the same time,
the rope slacked off. Now the two men above
ground could rub their arms and take a breath

about it,” chuckled Ben. By this time, the

before hauling up the loads of slush Ralph

lantern was already on its way back up, and

would shovel into the bucket.

Mr. Timmons was satisfied.
The men set up a shaft between big upright

It took the men most of the morning to clean
out the well, mix a batch of cement and catch

boards nailed together into X-es. The supports

cracks in the liner, and still they would have to

were on either side of the well, holding a log up

put all the pipe back together and into the well,

across the hole. There were crank handles at

and reattach the pump. Most of the time they

each end to turn the shaft. Around it was a fat

were too busy to notice me, but I was used to

rope, with a heavy bucket tied on the end. Ben

sitting quietly when Daddy took me with him to

began to lower the bucket in the well and bring

a meeting or to visit church members and

up water, which Ralph kept pouring out where

whenever Kate let me watch her play with her

the yard sloped off past the grapevines.

dolls. She would make up little scenes for the

“How will we get more water if you take
what we have and throw it away?” I asked.
Ralph laughed at me and messed up my hair
with his big, square hand. “You’ll see.”
Next, the bucket was lowered right to the

dolls to act out, and I was the audience—as long
as I didn’t interrupt the dialogue.
Sitting by the nandina bush while they
worked, I could examine Ben more carefully.
His hair was a gray and white mixture that

top of the well opening, and Mr. Timmons and

curled tightly against his scalp. His teeth were

Ben held tight to the crank handles while Ralph

so white they didn’t look real, flashing at me in

stepped carefully into the bucket. He put one

a broad smile, and he had not one gold tooth,

foot in the bucket, reached back and picked up

like Mrs. Stubbs, but two! He rolled up his

a short-handled shovel, and held on to the rope

sleeves as the day got warmer, and when he

with the other hand. Straining against Ralph’s

lowered and raised the bucket, the muscles

weight, the older men lowered him slowly into

continued on page 16
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I Was Just Asking
continued from page 15
would move and knot under his skin. His fists

of it would puff out when Harry Bowler pulled

around the windlass handle were like large,

down a sack and put it in the back of someone’s

dark eggplants. I looked down at my own

pickup. I liked the dusty smell of the place, and

round hands.

it was fun to look for a bag that matched what

I kept edging closer to Ben, and he was
delighted to talk to me. “I’ve got a little girl like
you at my house. And don’t you know, she has

I was wearing, or had at home, but I had never
seen a little girl who was dressed like me.
I had never heard anyone who could tell

a dress made out of the same stuff as yours.

stories like Ben either. When he learned that I

You sure do look pretty in that little dress. Who

was in Mrs. Timmons’ Sunday School class, Ben

made it for you, honey?”

remembered a time when his folks were coming

I was wearing a sundress with matching

home from church and his little girl was telling

bloomers that Mama had made. Mama was

about a snail that ate people. The big folks

always getting compliments on her sewing and

could not think of any Bible stories about snails.

winning ribbons at the fair. She was trying to

Finally, she pulled her lesson sheet out of her

teach Kate to sew, but Kate was left-handed,

little patent leather purse, and there was a

and Mama didn’t think she would ever get her

picture of Jonah in the whale’s belly.

to turn a neat hem or make a collar lie flat.

Then Ben told how he had built a shelf in

Kate didn’t see why you had to make a dress

his fig tree so that his cats could eat up there

look so fine on the inside, and said so. As for

without the dogs worrying them. And the very

me, I liked being told I was pretty, and the idea

day Judge Maye’s daughter was having her

of a little girl with a dress like mine was

bridesmaids’ luncheon (which was also a big

fascinating. I wished I could see her.

day for the Missus, because she had helped raise

Mama washed and cut out brightly

Miss Elizabeth from a tiny baby), the Missus

patterned feed sacks for our play clothes. Daddy

had carried a pan of cornbread and sour milk

got our chicken feed at Bowler’s Farm Supply.

out to the cat shelf before she left for the judge’s

While he talked to the men on the bench out

house, and the cats had jumped off the shelf,

front, I would go to the back and climb around

onto the pan, and everything—cats, milk, and

on the tightly packed bags. The pretty prints

all—had gone smack dab into the shopping bag

were to attract customers, and all in a pile, they

where the Missus carried her clean uniform.

made the feed room look like a dry goods
showroom. Chicken mash is so fine that some

“That was one considerable wedding,”
commented Ralph.
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Ben told about his neighbor, Mr. Wells, who

dinner. The men went to a bucket of water she

had so many children he worked from sun-up

had set out by the back steps, but she took me

‘til past dark, and when he got tired in the

into the kitchen to wipe off my hands and face. I

middle of the day, he would just lie down in the

put up with the washrag, anxious to sit down

tobacco field or between the corn rows and take

with my three friends. Grown-ups liked to talk to

a little nap.

each other, and I would be able to hear more of

Ralph said, “Ha. That is probably the only
place Mr. Wells can get any peace.”
Ben said Mr. Wells had fine children but he
just had to work all day to feed them all.
Everybody was a fine person in Ben’s stories.
Miss Eleanor, the judge’s wife, was a great lady
who treated the Missus decent, and Miss

Ben’s stories. I could listen and watch and eat.
Mama had fixed a big meal, and made a
pan of biscuits, which we didn’t have when just
the two of us were at home. She picked four
biscuits off the pan and put them on a little
plate. “Here, honey, take these to Ben.”
I stood and stared at her, so she turned me

Elizabeth’s college man she married was right

around and nudged me toward the door. When

smart, and bound to go to the legislature

I stepped onto the screened porch, Ben was

someday, and the Missus was the best wife a man

already sitting there at the worktable, his head

could ask for. Mama and Daddy always told us

bowed as he said a silent blessing. Mama had

that grown-ups were fine, too, but we never got

fixed him a place with salt and pepper and

to hear stories about them. Daddy said that

butter and jelly, just like a tea party, and had

having a big-eared child in the preacher’s house

served up his food right off the stove. I set the

was like owning a loaded shotgun.

little bread plate on the worktable and looked

Once while I was still a baby, Kate had

closely at Ben. He smiled at me as he broke

asked Mrs. Byerson if she could see the

open a biscuit, buttered it, and took a bite.

skeletons in her closet, and Mrs. Byerson didn’t

“Your Mama is some kind of good cook. These

come to church much anymore. Sometimes

biscuits would make a dead man get up and

when a grown-up was mentioned at the supper

dance.”

table, Mama looked at Daddy real hard and
then she asks how was school that day.
I was about ready to ask Ben if I could come
visit his little girl when Mama called us for

I watched him salt the snap beans and take
a drink of sweet tea. As far as I could see, he ate
just like everybody else.
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The Over The Hill Gang
by John Pelissier

A

mherst County, just across the
James River from Lynchburg, has

So, the “Over the Hill Gang” did the
framing and once that was completed, we

80 churches, but until recently did not have a

handled special jobs, such as brickwork and

Catholic church. For me and other Catholics to

plumbing, with assistance at times from

attend a Sunday service, we had to travel south

subcontractors. Our gang worked on weekdays

to Lynchburg, or north to Lovingston. In the

from 8 a.m. until 3 p.m., facing bitter cold

late 1990s, this changed; we were able to attend

weather in January and a windstorm that took

Mass locally, thanks to the generous hospitality

down part of the frame.

of Ascension Episcopal Church on Main Street
in the town of Amherst.
At this time, Sunday conversations turned to

But we weren’t discouraged. After all, it
wasn’t all work. We took morning coffee
breaks, and each day a wonderful lunch was

the possibility of constructing our own church

provided by the wives and other ladies who

somewhere in the county. Plans were drawn and

took turns preparing and delivering food.

when construction began in October 2003, most

Pleased with our efforts, the “Over the Hill

of the parishioners signed up to help, including

Gang” celebrated with three champagne

myself and other retirees. We had time on our

parties—one, when the building got under roof,

hands and were willing to volunteer. Early in

second, when the drywall was completed, and

our construction endeavors, a member

the third when the building was completed.

remarked, “We are a bunch of old guys; let’s
call ourselves the ‘Over the Hill Gang.’”
Our first task was to clean out the site after

The original plan was to complete the
sanctuary and postpone the interior finishing of
the aisles until sufficient funds had been raised.

the concrete had been poured for the footings

The unanticipated contribution of the “Over the

and the floor. Then Bob, the architect/contractor,

Hill Gang” created large savings in labor cost

announced that the framing subcontractor would

and made it possible to complete the whole

be a few weeks late. He asked, “Would you guys

building. Thanks to the efforts of many, it was

like to handle the framing?”

ready for dedication in June 2004.

The answer was a resounding, “Why not!”

Eight months of laboring, eating, and
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Hunger Pains
by Sue Gold
drinking champagne together,
created strong bonds of
friendship for the members of the
“Over the Hill Gang.” Because I
no longer drove, I told them I

Lazily,
Gracefully,
Vertebrae by vertebrae
Tasha
s-t-r-e-t-c-eh-e-s- herself,
alert to the hour.

planned to move to Westminster
Canterbury and would attend
church in Lynchburg. My fellow
gang members immediately said,
“Nothing doing - we’ll come and

On velvet paws
she stalks me.
A moment to size up reception
then a lightening leap
into my lap.

get you so you can continue
attending church with us.”
Since 2010, half a dozen
volunteers have taken turns
driving two hours every
weekend, and a volunteer

I try to ignore her persistent kneading;
I peek at her over my book.
Stealthily, first her whiskers and nose appear
under the pages,
then ears, body and at last. . . her tail
curls over the howevers and whomevers…

coordinator has acted as
dispatcher. “Thanks to the “Over
the Hill Gang,” I remain a
member of St. Francis of Assisi

I am forced to acknowledge her presence
when she takes my face in her paws
and touches noses ever so lightly.
She pats my eyelids, my cheeks, and nibbles my ear.

Catholic Church in Amherst.
It is very hard to ignore such
intense persistence
when accompanied by such passionate purring.
The next time you touch my face,
nuzzle my neck, nibble my earlobes
and purr passionately,
I must remind myself to ask
“Are you just hungry, love?”
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Book Reviews

Two Great Reads to Chase Off Winter’s Chill:
Mornings with Rosemary and The Library Book
by Connie C. Sowa

I

n the midst of a dreary winter’s day,

women. Not only do they discover self-purpose,

dive into this delightful read, and I

but also they band together for a cause that is

promise you will be thoroughly refreshed.

so infectious that an entire community

Mornings with Rosemary by Libby Page will

transforms. Along the way, the reader discovers

transport you back to those lazy summer days at

that stepping out of one’s comfort zone is well

the lake, the beach or the neighborhood pool.

worth the risk.

By the end of this story, you’ll be dipping into

Ms. Page does an excellent job with her

your closet or dresser searching for your bathing

simple, but visual descriptions of the everyday

suit.

lives of people, who band together as one for

Rosemary Peterson has lived in Brixton,

the good of the entire community. Small

London, all her life, but so much has changed

ordinary moments flourish into bouquets of

over the years. The library where she worked

extraordinary courage and conviction. I

has closed. The family grocery store is now a

wouldn’t be surprised if this one turns into a

trendy bar. And now, the lido, an outdoor pool

movie someday.

where she has swum daily since its opening, is
threatened with closure by a local housing

Fans of nonfiction especially will enjoy The

developer. Twenty-something Kate Matthews, a

Library Book by Susan Orlean. On April 29,

promising writer, has just moved to Brixton, and

1986, a fire consumed or damaged more than a

feels desperately alone. Kate suffers panic

million books in the main branch of the Los

attacks and covers forgettable stories for the

Angeles Public Library. The news was buried

local paper. Then one day her editor gives her

and overshadowed by a near apocalypse at the

the assignment to cover the lido’s closing. That

Chernobyl nuclear reactor. “The books

one tiny decision changes both Kate’s and

burned,” Orleans writes, “while most of us

Rosemary’s worlds. What commences becomes a

were waiting to see if we were about to witness

warm and deep friendship between the two

the end of the world.” Nobody died in the
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library fire, although 50 firefighters were

world seem conquered by a library’s simple

injured. Arson was suspected and soon a

unspoken promise: Here is my story, please

suspect identified, but eventually we learn that

listen; here I am, please tell me your story.” Ms.

the result was more likely a random accident.

Orleans goes to great lengths to describe how

In the hands of this esteemed journalist, the

the library has morphed itself through history.

fire story is merely the thread that weaves

Despite the digital turn, books still matter. In

together this masterful tribute to libraries

addition, the library building has become one of

everywhere. Intrigued, Ms. Orlean delves into

the few places where everyone is welcome: the

the histories of libraries and Los Angeles, and

homeless find warmth on cold days; the curious

even explores the physics of how a book burns.

stimulate their brains wandering through the

Along the way, she points out the wonderful

stacks; and children are entertained by

collections of books, maps, menus, autographs

enthusiastic staff, ready to answer their endless

and even marionettes donated to or acquired by

questions. I think you will want to rediscover

the library over a hundred years. “I liked the

your local public library after you read this

idea that the library is more expansive and

homage. At the very least, go thank a librarian

grand than one single mind, and that it requires

today!

many people together to form a complete index
of its bounty.”
In the days following the fire, volunteers
drove downtown to pack up the water-soaked
books, as mold waited to destroy what flames
did not. Freeze the books, the experts said. Fish
processing plants in Long Beach opened their
freezers. Books were stacked between frozen
shrimp and broccoli florets, Ms. Orlean tells us.
It would be two years before they learned if the
process was successful.
Yet there is also promise in The Library
Book. “All the things that are wrong in the

Both books are great choices for book clubs,
containing reading guides for discussion. They
are both available in hardback, paperback and
as downloads for your e-reader.
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Strickler Library Notes
New Non Fiction Books
January 2020
Compiled by Sue Bass
(In No Particular Order)
Moneyland: The Inside Story of the Crooks and
Kleptocrats Who Rule the World
Bullough, Oliver (S Co B938)
“Why the international crooks and their
eminently respectable financial advisors walk
tall and only the little people pay taxes.”
– J. Le Carre
Midnight in Chernobyl
Higginbotham, Adam (G Eu H635)
The definitive, harrowing story of the
accident at the Chernobyl nuclear power
plant and a powerful investigation into how
propaganda, secrecy, and myth have obscured
the truth of one of the twentieth century’s
greatest disasters.
Rochambeau: Washington’s Ideal Lieutenant
Vail, Jini Jones (G Na V129)
A story of the French General’s Role in the
American Revolution.
The Yom Kippur War
Rabinovich, Abraham (G Mi R116)
“The story of the 1973 Yom Kippur War
based primarily on Israeli sources; the story
covers both the individual soldier’s experience
and the deep implications of the war.”
– D. Pipes

Norco ’80: The True Story of the Most
Spectacular Bank Robbery in American History
Houlahan, Peter (S La H838)
The Last Stone
Bowden, Mark (S La B784)
A gripping true crime story about the
disappearance of two girls in 1975 and the
extraordinary effort forty years later to bring
their kidnapper to justice.
Gods and Robots: Myths, Machines and
Ancient Dreams of Technology
Mayor, Adrienne (T Of M473)
The fascinating untold story of how the
ancients imagined robots and other forms of
life and even invented real automated
machines.
Kochland: The Secret History of Koch
Industries and Corporate Power in America
Christopher Leonard, Christopher (S Co L581)
How the secretive Koch Industries, owned by
brothers, Charles and David Koch, became
one of the largest private companies in the
world.

